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C‐Suite	Misbehavior

•Allegations of 
Discrimination/Harassment

•Financial Impropriety

•Ethically Questionable Conduct

C‐Suite	Misbehavior
•Title VII/ADEA/ADA
•FMLA
•FLSA
•Retaliation/Whistleblower
•Sarbanes‐Oxley Act (SOX)
•Securities Exchange Act
•Assault/Battery
•Court of Public Opinion
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C‐Suite	Misbehavior
•Confronting your boss
•Uncomfortable

•Double standards
•Politics
•Retaliation
•Employee morale

•Public relations

C‐Suite	Misbehavior
•Your role

•Who investigates?

•How do you conduct the investigation?

•How do you discipline a CEO?
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C‐Suite	Misbehavior
•What now?
•What do you tell….

•Employees?
•Management?
•Others in C-Suite?
•Media?

X‐Rated	Scandals

•Office Romance Gone Sour

•Sexting and Other Unwelcome Advances

•Pornography
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X‐Rated	Scandals

•Sexual Harassment
•Unwelcome advances
•Post break‐up nightmares
•Quid pro quo

•Retaliation
•In‐Office Shenanigans
•Criminal Action

•Child pornography
•Stalking

X‐Rated	Scandals
Investigation

•Be discrete and 
professional 

•Preserve evidence
•Know when to call 
counsel

•Know when to 
contact police
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X‐Rated	Scandals
Prevention
•Have good policies
•Training is key
•Develop a process 
to independently 
monitor behaviors

Challenging	Malingerers

Who works harder?

•You, complying with all the laws to get your 
employee back to work?

•Or, your employee, working all the laws to 
stay home from work?

•How do you put a stop on the malingerer 
drain?
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Challening Malingerers

•Understand the laws
•FMLA/ADA/WC Interplay

•Know and follow Company policies
•Revise to prevent abuse

•Document, document, document

The	Injustice	Collectors

•Signs you have an injustice collector
•Never wrong or made a mistake
•Never apologize
•Everything is unfair
•Avoid responsibility
•External orientation of problems
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The	Injustice	Collectors

•Performance issues continue

•Difficulty with supervisors

•Perception as a target

•Dissatisfaction in company response

The	Injustice	Collectors

•Be clear and thorough in documentation

•Communicate expectations

•Do not ignore the crying wolf

•Document complaints 

• Investigate – and follow up – on complaints
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Putting	Strategies	into	Action

Watermelon	Harassment
Frank, an African‐American male, has been employed
with the company for 15 years. Over the years, he
has filed several EEOC charges alleging racial
discrimination. The company has investigated his
complaints and the EEOC has not found probable
cause to support his allegations. Frank sends you an
email complaining that his peer, Joe, asked him if
he’d like some watermelon. Frank states that he
believes this was a racist comment and that he is
upset about the hostile work environment at the
company.
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Party	Time
Your CEO promotes a relaxed atmosphere. You are a
small company and everyone is family. For the
company Christmas party, the CEO rents a party bus
and takes everyone to the nearby casino. Many
drinks later, the employees are hanging on each
other and you see the CEO’s hands slip a little too
low on an employee’s waist. By the end of the night,
the CEO has gotten himself kicked out of the casino
and got sick on the bus home.

White	Water	Rafting	Season
For several years Michelle has taken intermittent
leave for “some sort of mental condition.” The
documentation isn’t very specific, but no one asks
questions about mental issues. Every Memorial Day
weekend, she has a “breakdown” and is gone for 4‐6
consecutive weeks. You’ve heard she has a side job
as a rafting guide but give her the benefit of the
doubt that she’s ill. When she returns to work she
makes numerous complaints that her supervisor
doesn’t accommodate her “issues.” She goes out on
leave again. She’s exhausted her FMLA leave for the
leave and requests more leave.
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Sexy	Gossip
Rumor at the water cooler is that Rose is having an
affair with her married male coworker. Rose, who is
terribly offended, confronts the gossipmongers to tell
them to stop the rumors. Other employees make
comments to Rose about the alleged affair. As the
gossip spreads, a male gossipmonger gets into a fight
with the male involved in the alleged affair. Both
men are fired. Rose comes to you with a sexual
harassment complaint.

Email	Surprise
While conducting a routine upgrade on the email
server, IT stumbles upon pornography in a
supervisors email inbox. Further investigation shows
that the supervisor has been sharing this
pornography with his subordinates. You are shocked
by the email recipients – some of your best and
longest tenured employees. If you recommend
discipline for all of these employees, the production
managers are going to be without most of their
trusted, front‐line supervisors.
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Chief	Flirtation
An employee reports to you that the CMO (who also
happens to be the CEO’s wife) has been staring at the
employee’s breasts daily, making derogatory remarks
about the CEO (her husband), and holding the
employee to a strict dress code while wearing
exceptionally revealing clothing herself and not
holding men to the dress code. She says she feels
that she is being harassed and fears the CMO
sexually desires her and is going to touch her breasts.
Soon after, the CEO tells you to fire the employee,
without explanation.

Bad	Danny
Danny is an average performer who just can’t keep up
with his workload, despite being at his computer all day.
He is consistently turning Friday reports in late, often
because he has migraines on Fridays and takes FMLA
leave. Danny gets in a tiff with his boss over not having
his work done and claims that someone must be deleting
his draft reports. He then leaves work, claiming the spat
caused a migraine. The next day, IT checks his computer
for the “deleted” reports. Instead of reports, they find
what Danny has been doing at his computer – viewing
porn, browsing escort websites, and watching Hogan’s
Heroes.
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Uber	Mistake

You work for a hospitality company that manages
numerous hotels. The company prides itself on
treating employees respectfully, whether they are
the janitor, the maid, or the front desk clerk. A video
surfaces on YouTube of your COO berating a maid at
a competitor’s hotel where he was staying for not
refilling his mini‐bar. In the video, he made the
comment that she’s Mexican – she should know to
restock the tequila.

The	Plight	of	the	White	Male
George is one of the only male employees working at 
your company’s women’s fashion retail company.  His 
supervisor, Diane, and most of his peers are African‐
American women.  George has a history of not follow 
Diane’s instructions, but she diligently works with 
him to correct his mistakes. George has made 
comments to his white peers that he feels targeted 
as a white male.  One day, Diane catches George 
slipping a $20 bill he “found on the ground” into his 
wallet. Diane fires George.  George complains that 
he’s been fired because he is a white male.
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